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Policy Report PG (Bhutan) 8557 

Assignment Information: Policy Research Project Plan and Policy Report 

100% of the assessment marks for this unit will all be awarded for the Research Project  Report – 8000 words due 13th 

January 2014.  

Candidates are required to develop, research and write an independent piece of research in which a policy change, policy 

implementation process or organisational change is analysed from both a practical and an academic perspective. There 

are 3 steps involved leading to each student submitting a research project report of 8000 words.  

1. In groups of 3 or 4 design your research project and develop a research project plan. One per group is to be 

submitted for sign off by your supervisor. 

2. In your group do the research and share collected information and sources and your empirical data (eg interviews, 

observations, documents, relevant existing statistical data, newspaper coverage, online debate) with your group. 

The group can work together on analysis at their discretion. 

3. Each individual writes up their own report of the research project. This is to be submitted via moodle. 

Research project plan – Due 30th August 2013 

Each group is to submit their research project plan (4 pages/1000 words). Submit to your supervisor for their advice or 

approval.  
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The research project plan should be set out as follows: 

 Title - Working Title 

 The Research - Describe the research aims and objectives, the problem, puzzle or issues to be investigated, the 

context of the research, the theoretical frame guiding the research; clearly articulate your research questions, and 

provide a justification for the research. The justification for the research should include some preliminary research 

using key existing information sources. It will explain why is it important to do this research, what is its significance, 

how will it make a difference. 

 Relevant Literature - Review the key literature to identify that work has been done on your topic and demonstrate 

that there are established pathways for conducting the kind of research you plan to carry out. 

 Research Method and Design – Outline the preferred methods you will use to undertake primary research and 

provide reasons for your preferences. You need to explain how using this/these method(s) for gathering information 

is good practice in terms of answering your research questions. Be specific and think through the logistics of doing 

the research. Outline your main sources and resources such as organizations and populations. Describe the 

expected written resources you hope to gather such as government reports or 5 year plans, or specify who you will 

interview and the reasons for your selection. 

 Ethics – outline any ethics issues you need to attend to in your project and discuss how you will deal with them 

 Research Project Plan and Schedule of Activities. Identify any particular requirements for equipment (audio-

recording device, software eg SPSS) and in the schedule give deadlines for finalizing instruments such as your 

interview schedule or events you will observe. Provide as much detail as possible thinking through logistical issues. 
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ie not “September - conduct case study” – but where and when will you conduct your case study (how long will you 

spend on site – a week, 3 mornings,), what observations will you make and who will you interview. 

NOTE: The research project plan, as with all assignments, should be set out according to accepted academic 

requirements for formal written work. It must include a title page (providing details of student's name, student number ), be 

written in a coherent, clear and concise manner, and should include references and the correct citation of sources, 

including either Harvard-style references, or footnotes/ endnotes, and a bibliography of all sources consulted. Typed or 

word processed text is essential, 1.5 or double-spaced and a minimum of Times New Roman 12.  

Research Project Report – Due 13th January 2014 

Suggested format for the final report 

1. A title page with your name and student number and the title of your research project report. 

2. An introduction which: 

 Identifies the research problem; 

 identifies what is important about the research; 

 provides a brief overview of the research methods you used to gather information, ie how did you go about locating 

the material for your study;   

 identifies the theoretical lens that shaped your project and analysis; 

 provides an overview of the organisational design of the thesis, ie how is the paper set out. 
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3. Body of the Report  

 Theoretical section setting out the analytical lens through which you are considering your case study 

o this will include a brief critical review of the relevant literature 

 Findings 

o Describe your case study or the policy or organisational change you are analysing 

o Your findings 

o Your analysis of the findings drawing on the theoretical framework you have outlined 

4. Conclusions  

 summarise your key theoretical and empirical conclusions. 

 highlight the successes and failures of the policy change and how it could be improved in light of your analysis. 

Points to remember 

 Take a stand!  Frame your report around an argument, justifying your position with reference to the theoretical 

material and the details of your study. 

 Follow good academic practice and ensure that you are referencing consistently and appropriately throughout the 

paper. 

 Please word process your document and format with 1.5 or double line spacing and 12 point font. 

 Submit the paper online through Moodle on or before the due date. 
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A few tips 

 When you are reading journal articles for your research, pay attention to how they are set out and how the 

argument is presented  

o use them as examples of good academic research report writing 

 Don’t forget to proof read thoroughly before submission– don’t rely on the spell checker to pick up any errors. 
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Marking Criteria Research Project Report 

 Fail Pass Credit Distinction High Distinction 

Research Topic 

identified and 

explained clearly in 

terms of context, 

theoretical reasons for 

research, aims and 

objectives 10% 

Topic not clear or 

unrealistic 

Topic explained and 

the potential 

outcomes are realistic 

and achievable. 

Topic well explained 

with the aims and 

objectives concise and 

well related to each other 

and the outputs required. 

Topic well explained 

with the aims and 

objectives concise and 

well related to each 

other and the outputs 

required. Topic supports 

the rest of the work. 

Topic excellently 

explained with the aims 

and objectives concise 

and completely related to 

each other and the outputs 

required. Topic supports 

the rest of the work. 

Literature used to 

explain  what is 

known and the choices 

that you are making  

15% 

Literature lacking 

and/or inappropriate. 

Relevancy not clear. 

Some suitable 

literature identified 

with some discussion 

and application to the 

issues being 

considered. 

Suitable literature 

identified, evaluated and 

analysed. Central themes 

are addressed.  

Literature is 

synthesized; high level 

of evaluation and 

analysis is evident. 

Choices supported and 

underpinned. 

Literature is synthesized 

with high levels of 

evaluation and analysis, 

All choices clearly 

explained, supported and 

underpinned. 

Outline and analysis 

of the methods chosen 

for data collection  

15% 

Outline lacking or 

incomplete. 

A comprehensive 

outline that is linked 

to the research aims. 

A comprehensive outline 

that is linked to the aims. 

There is a clear analysis 

of alternatives and 

reasons given for choice. 

A critical outline clearly 

linked to the aims. Good 

analysis of alternatives 

and reasons given for 

choice. 

A critical outline clearly 

linked to the aims. 

Excellent analysis of 

alternatives and reasons 

given for final choices. 

Data analysis 

50% 

No/Little explanation. 

Techniques not clearly 

described and/or 

applied 

Techniques explained 

and the findings 

outlined but not well 

developed.  

Techniques explained 

and the findings outlined 

clearly.  

Techniques are very 

appropriate and the 

findings clearly outlined 

and their potential  

usage well discussed. 

The techniques chosen are 

very appropriate and their 

usage is excellent 

producing excellent 

analaysis. 

Presentation, writing 

style and layout 

includes grammar, 

references etc. 10% 

Not well presented, 

poor writing style, 

poor/no referencing, 

poor logic 

Reasonable 

presentation, writing 

and referencing.  

Good presentation, logic, 

structure and consistent, 

accurate referencing. 

Very good presentation, 

logic, structure and 

totally accurate 

referencing. 

Excellent presentation, 

logic, structure and totally 

accurate referencing. 
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